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Saturday 11am: Chemistry - It’s a Reaction
Welcome! You’ve found out your first mini mission from Medi - to make
your very own Medi, and here you’ll find all the other details you need to
take part in this session of our sleepover. Join in with the ones that take
your fancy or try them all (our younger campers will need supervision and
help with some things).
We’ve also included a summary of a Guide Interest Badge because some
of our activities could count towards clauses for any Guides completing
them. We’d love to see some photos of your Medi and the results of your
experiments - you can post them on Facebook or email them to us at
info@girlguidingdundee.org.uk

Saturday 11am: Chemistry - It’s a Reaction
It’s a chemical reaction!
Exploring pH
Chromatography - Make a rainbow
Rainbow Mosquitos
Discovering chemical reactions
Investigating - Skills for my Future Theme
Don’t forget to enjoy some lunch before the next session at 1pm.
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It’s a chemical reaction!
Here’s your opportunity to try out a chemical reaction for yourself!

What is a chemical reaction?
In a chemical reaction, substances undergo a chemical change to form a
different substance. If it has been a true and complete reaction, you can’t
recover the original material!
Chemical reactions can occur with different effects. Sometimes they can
form a gas, a solid can appear, they can emit heat or light or even change
colour!
In this one, you’ll see a foamy, bubbly mixture being formed — this is
because carbon dioxide gas has been made!

What do I need:
● Vinegar
● Baking powder or bicarbonate of soda
● Container for carrying out the experiment — test tube, glass, ice cube
or muffin tray
● Optional — food colouring

What do I do:
Adult supervision is recommended
for this experiment. Take care when
pouring and avoid splashes.
1. If you are using food
colouring, pop this into your
container first. Add the
bicarbonate of soda on top
- a teaspoon will be plenty!
2. Carefully add in the vinegar.
What happens?
3. Once finished, the reaction
can be carefully poured
down the sink with plenty
of water.
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Take it further:
Why not plan your own experiment on this? Is there a different effect if
you use different types of vinegar — balsamic vinegar, white wine vinegar,
etc? Do you get more bubbles produced if you add more vinegar? Or more
bicarbonate of soda?
We’d recommend setting this up in an ice cube or muffin tray — this is very
similar to how we’d perform small reactions in individual wells on a
“plate”. These plates come in different sizes — 96 wells, 384 wells and
more!
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Exploring pH
Aim of Activity
To recognise what pH is, and how it is important in the body and for
medicines.

About the Activity
One of the really important chemical properties of any medicine is its pH.
This is a measure of how acidic or basic something is. Acids have a low pH
and bases have a high pH, and water is neutral. The pH scale goes from 0
to 14.
● acids have a pH from 0 to 6
● neutral is 7 – it’s neither acidic nor basic
● bases have a pH from 8 to 14.
If we want to know whether something is an acid or a base we can use a
chemical called an indicator. This might come in a liquid form, or
embedded into pH paper. These change colour depending whether
something is an acid or a base.
In this experiment we are going to find out the pH of some different
household solutions. We can also think about the different pHs around
the body.
There are lots of different pHs around the body.
● When we swallow food, it goes to the stomach. It is strongly acidic,
around pH 2. This it helps to break down the food that we eat and
to kill any bacteria that enter our system.
● After the stomach, our food goes into the intestine. The body
makes a substance called bile, this has a pH of 8 (basic) and gets
released into the intestine. This helps to neutralise the stomach
acid, making the intestine pH 6 – 7.
● The blood has a neutral pH of around 7.
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As you can see, there are lots of different pH environments in our bodies.
This means we have to work very hard to make sure that the medicine
you swallow gets to the right place in your body and is still in a form that
works. If the medicine was broken down in an acidic environment, for
example, it wouldn’t reach the place that needed it.

What you’ll need:
● rubber gloves
● eye protection, which is often available very cheaply in hardware
shops
● something to protect your clothes
● pH paper or red cabbage
● range of household solutions such as:
o vinegar
o lemonade (or any fizzy, citrus-y drink)
o water
o lemon juice
o baking powder/bicarbonate solution
o bleach

To make your red cabbage indicator
1. Cut the cabbage into pieces and add to hot water. Leave for 10
mins, or until cooled enough. Be very careful around hot water.
2. Filter the liquid from the cabbage – KEEP THE LIQUID. It should
be a blueish-violet colour.
3. This is your pH indicator. It turns red in acidic environments and
blue in alkaline.

What to do
1. With adult supervision, use the pH paper to test the different
chemicals you might find in a kitchen. Be very careful! It’s a good
idea to wear rubber gloves, like washing up gloves, and something
to protect your clothes and, most importantly, your eyes.
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2. Note down the colour change and what you think the pH is.
3. Take some vinegar or lemon juice and test the pH. This has an
acidic pH, around 3. This is a similar pH to the stomach. If we get
indigestion or acid reflux, we might want to neutralize some of the
acid in the stomach. To do this, you would have an “ant-acid”
tablet, indigestion tablet, or a liquid like Gaviscon or Milk of
Magnesia.
4. Add some baking power/bicarbonate to the vinegar or lemon juice
solution.
5. Test the pH again. The solution should now be nearly neutral or
even slightly basic, depending how much you add. This is what
happens when we take an indigestion remedy.

Questions
What happens when we add a base to an acid?
Do you see anything happening to the solution? You might see or hear a
gas being produced.

Note to adults
Chemicals with a wider range of pH will give a broader spectrum of
colour. Be careful handling strong acids or bases, like bleach.
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Chromatography - Make a rainbow
Here’s a simpler way to separate colours and build yourself a rainbow!

Chromatography
When a chemist is making new medicines, they need to make sure it’s pure
enough by using a technique called “chromatography”. This separates the
pure medicine from the bits that you don’t want — the impurities. This is
the same technique as used in the “rainbow mosquitos” experiment.
In this experiment, you are going to remove some of the colour from
skittles to form your own rainbow!

What do I need:
● Skittles — we’ve used giant ones in our pictures!
● Plate — preferably white
● Water

What do I need:
1. Place your skittles in a circle around your plate.

2. Carefully pour water into the middle of the plate so that it covers
the both the plate and the bottom of your skittles. You should
start to see the colour appearing in the water after a few seconds.
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3. Wait patiently for your rainbow to form!

4. Once finished, have a look at the bottom of the skittle — is there
any colour left?
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Rainbow Mosquitos
Aim of Activity
To make a fun, colourful mosquito and apply the chemistry technique
chromatography.

Imagest: Susan Davis, WCAIR

About the Activity
When a chemist is making a medicine to treat a disease, they make sure it
is pure enough using a technique called chromatography. This separates
the pure medicine from the impurities — other chemicals we don’t want.
In this activity, you will use chromatography to separate ink into the
individual colours it is made up of. The colourful paper can then be shaped
into an insect.
Some insects carry parasites which spread disease to humans through a
bite. For example:
● A sandfly transmits a tropical parasite that causes leishmaniasis
● A mosquito which transmits a parasite that causes malaria
● A kissing bug which transmits a parasite that causes Chagas’
disease
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What you’ll need
●
●
●
●
●

Filter paper or coffee paper
Water based felt tip pens (non-permanent)
A clear container or glass
Water
Pipe cleaners

What to do
1. In the middle of the paper, colour in a circle with the felt tip
pen.

2. Fold the paper into a fan, then unfold it so you have zig-zagged
circle.
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3.
Fill the glass or container with a
minimal amount of water. Place the paper
in so the tip just touches the water. You
may have to hold it in place.
4.
Watch the ink run up the paper and
separate into the individual colours.
5.
6. Once dry, pinch
the paper in the
middle to form two
wings.
7. Put three pipe
cleaners across the
middle and a
fourth to tie the
paper and pipe
cleaners together.

Let the paper dry.
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8. Twist the pipe cleaner
that was used to tie
everything together to
form a long-pointed
nose.
9. Separate and bend the
others into 6 legs. You
can tie a piece of string
around the insect to
hang it up.

Notes to adult
It’s best to just use one colour
per mosquito, at least for
starting out. It can be fun to
get the girls to predict which
colours will come from
different colours of pen. Black
is a particularly dramatic
colour to use.
The fan shape really helps the
pen move evenly up the
paper.
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Discovering chemical reactions
A chemical reaction always creates new products and illustrate this by
baking a cake.

What is a chemical reaction?
In a chemical reaction, substances undergo a chemical change to form a
different substance. If it has been a true chemical reaction, you can’t get
the original substances back. In the lab, scientists perform chemical
reactions to make medicine molecules but chemical reactions also happen
in everyday life.
A good example is baking a cake. The ingredients undergo a chemical
reaction caused by mixing and heating in the oven to form a different
product. We know a chemical change has taken place because the
ingredients can no longer be recovered in their original form — you can’t
take eggs back out of a baked cake!

What you’ll need:
Recipe for cupcakes:
225 g unsalted butter
225 g caster sugar
225 g self-raising flour
1 tsp baking powder
4 eggs
1 tsp pure vanilla extract
Icing
Sprinkles/other decorations

WHAT TO DO
1. Preheat the oven to 180 °C. Line a bun tray with 18 — 20 paper baking
cases.
2. Place the butter, sugar, flour, baking powder, eggs, and vanilla extract
in a large bowl and beat until light and fluffy.
3. Spoon into the baking cases and bake for 18 minutes or until risen and
golden brown.
4. Transfer to a wire rack to cool before decorating.
5. Why not decorate in a science theme? Illustrate with molecules, body
parts, science equipment, etc?
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Investigating - Skills for my Future Theme
Guide Interest Badge
1.Be a Forensic Investigator
For the first clause of the interest badge you need to make your own
detective kit and use it to gather evidence.
Your pre-camp preparation and a Medi mini mission will involve setting up
a laboratory and use it to carry out our scientific activities. Your own
leader will make the decision, but this might be considered an equivalent
task to the one in the badge syllabus. Complete this during and after the
event and show it to your Guider as evidence for this first clause.

2.Be a Scientist
The second clause asks you to carry out two experiments.
We have plenty of activities to choose from. For them to count towards
the badge you should follow the instructions of our Scientists (the
Scientific Method), make your own prediction of what you think will
happen before you carry out the experiment and record your prediction,
evidence and conclusion for at least two of our science experiments.
Complete this during and after the event and show it to your Guider to
complete this second clause.

3.Be a Journalist
The third clause asks to investigate and report on something happening
locally.
Medi challenges you to report on our Virtual Sleepover and your virtual
visit to University of Dundee. You could interview someone, do some
background research or an in-depth review of your favourite part and
present it as a newspaper article or film a short report. To complete this
badge show your Guider your progress - and we’d love you to share it on
our FB page or email info@girlguidingdundee.org.uk

